
Notation Part 2: Articulations 
 

Our first foray into notation covered the basics of reading and translation of that 

onto the Fretboard. Due to the size and scope of that material, I felt that other 

additions could be best handled in a second installment. The material here will be 

built upon the previous notation module, I strongly suggest if you do not 

understand something here that you check it out HERE. 

Grace Notes and 32nd Notes 
 

I roll these together because inherently they fill a similar role in their duration, as 

an approximation of time value, they are practically identical. 

The Grace note 

In general, the grace note is played “as fast as possible” as it is an ornament as a 

rhythmic device than a meaningful part of the melodic/harmonic content. They 

do have a duration, and they do use notation to determine this, but the duration 

is so quick as fast as possible is the best answer in most cases. 

 

Figure 1: Display of different Grace notes 

The Relative Note Value – When dealing with grace notes the value, when they 

are appoggiatura, consider the beat as a measure for the grace note. A quarter 

note would be stealing a sixteenth from the beat, an eighth would be a thirty-

second, so on. The most common types of grace notes are the eighth and 
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acciaccatura, so my rolling the 32nd note with these is based on the functionality 

of the grace note on respect to the time value of the 32nd. 

The 32nd Note 

To be honest, I do not get much mileage out of 32nd notes and as such I generally 

do not suggest practicing them outside of grace notes, slurs, and trills. The note 

length of a 32nd note is one eighth of a beat, so in 4/4 time there are 32 of them. 

Granted certain types of music utilize the 32nd note, but in general these types of 

music either employ them as a static note or a trill.

 

Figure 2: 32nd notes joined and singular. 

Just as with 8th and 16th notes the addition of another tail denotes the decreased 

time value of the 32nd note. 

 

Rests: The Sound of Silence 
 

Music is not about only playing notes, but strategically playing them and pairing 

them with silence. Rests are a cessation of sound, intentionally stopping the note 

for a particular value. Remember that sheet music has a level of precision, and all 

the beats and partials need to be accounted for, it is not good enough to leave it 

blank. Below we show a chart of rest length in respect to the notes we learned 

last handout. 



 

And because I have jokes, this is a rendition of the piece known on the internet as 

“Anxiety”.

 

In practice, the rests will be conglomerated into the largest possible notation for 

the duration of silence, this is to make annotation reading as simple for the 

performer as possible.  



What is With All the Damned Dots? 
 

Another part of reading is to understand other factors that have rhythmic value, 

of the most common are dotted notes and staccato. 

Dotted Notes 

The dotted note is held longer (legato) by exactly one half of the previous 

notation, as shown in this graphic: 

 

Figure 3: Dotted Notes. 

In the case of multiple dots, as shown the dot length is considered for the halving, 

not the original note. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Staccato 

This subject does go much deeper than I am really willing to elaborate here, 

mainly due to emphasis on practical playing rather than bogging us down with 

rare case scenarios. For our purposes, staccato notes are exactly half the value of 

the original note, effectively like a note of half value followed by a rest, though 

the note ending is less abrupt with a staccato than a rest.  

Staccato notes have a dot below the affected note as shown in the example 

below:  

 

Figure 4: Staccato and their expression. 

Ghost Notes 
Sometimes we are not looking for tonal qualities, rather we are searching for 

percussive expression to either add rhythmic drive or create tonal space in order 

to emphasize the voiced tones. In these cases, we use ghost notes or muted 

notes, which are notes played with an indeterminate tonal value which add a 

rhythmic quality and add space between tones without absolute silence provided 

by staccato and rest notes. Ghost notes are annotated by an “x” as the head of 

the note; you do not necessarily need to play the note muted from the fretboard, 

you can palm mute at the strings instead (or as well). 

 



Ties 
Ties are used to combine notes; commonly, notes of different rhythmic values or 

across measure lines. Like the dotted note this increases the note length without 

striking it again, but instead of only adding halves, this can be used to add more 

precise counts to the note’s time value. Note lengths like 3/8ths of a beat, or 1 

and ¼ require a tie to make them happen on the sheet. If you want the note you 

are playing to go from one measure to the next, a tie is how we annotate that.  

 

Other Articulations 

 



This is a list of other articulations that you may come across in sheet music or if 

you are transcribing your own music, you may need to articulate these sound 

textures for memory or for someone else to play it. 

 

There will be a practice video, I will have it up soon, and will make a challenge 

course of sheet music, just like the previous notation post. 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 



 



 


